
Content Analytics
An overview of what technical communicators 
need to know about content analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High-level overview to introduce concepts – I hope you become motivated to learn more!



Overview
• Why should you care?

• Definitions
• Analytics
• Content Analytics

• Macro & Micro Conversions

• Tools
• Google Analytics (incl. Individual Qualification Certification)
• Article Quality Index (AQI)



Why should you care? (WIIFM)

• Get a job
• Keep your job
• Get promoted
• Expand your skillset
• Sound smarter
• Prioritize your work
• Improve the bottom line

• Collaborate across business units
• Justify resources
• Improve content
• Support content strategy
• Understand business objectives
• Measure content ROI
• Gain competitive advantage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Confession: I used to detest analytics and avoided learning it for a while (I hate math!) but my previous boss kept pushing me towards it and I’m glad he did!I’ve experienced many of these benefits after incorporating content analytics into my work processes.My favorites:--prioritize your work (especially important for content migrations, localization initiatives, or tight on resources)--justify resources (show value/adoption of content to justify head count; segment gaps in mobile/social engagement could justify new tools)--get a job! (hiring manager may not know inherent value of good content, talk about content in terms of metrics/KPIs)--keep your job (more versatile = more likely to be kept during layoffs)--Improve content (search logs or customer verbatims in feedback forms are your best friend!)



Analytics

Digital analytics is the analysis of qualitative and 
quantitative data from your business and the 
competition to drive a continual improvement of the 
online experience that your customers and potential 
customers have which translates to your desired 
outcomes (both online and offline).

-Avinash Kaushik via Google Analytics Academy
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Presentation Notes
There are MANY other definitions.GA Academy has extensive online FREE resources to learn about analytics.



Content Analytics
Definition

• Processes/tools to measure content and user behavior while 
consuming and engaging with content.

Goals
• Measure content against business objectives.
• Gain insights or discover trends to improve decision-making.
• Identify which content is most valuable and adjust 

investments accordingly.
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Content Analytics = Measuring content according to your goals/business objectives. Often combined with other Business Intelligence (BI) or other analytics method across other business assets.Goals can vary greatly, these are just examples. But any goal should align with a business objective.



Macro & Micro Conversions

…which translates to your desired outcomes.

• Macro Conversion: An action that ties directly to a business objective
• Complete a purchase | Start a trial | Submit lead form

• Micro Conversion: An action that indicates moving towards a macro 
conversion. 

• Sign up for newsletter | Read blog post | Share on social media
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Speaking of business objectives…Content is most often tied to micro conversions, particularly in Content Marketing. However, content may be considered part of a Macro conversion if the key business objective is online support (preventing customer service interaction).It’s important to measure both micro and macro conversions so that you are equipped with more behavioral data to understand what experiences help drive the right outcomes for your site.



Content Analytics Tools

• Commercial Tools
• Adobe Analytics (formerly SiteCatalyst, also acquired Omniture)

• Free Tools
• Google Analytics

• Custom Tools
• Customer Satisfaction (CSAT)
• Feedback forms
• Article Quality Index (AQI)
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So many more tools!P.S. All of these are customizable but the “Custom Tools” are tailored to your users/context.AQI can be adapted to measure relevant content/business objectives.



Google Analytics Individual Qualification (IQ)

• Certificate of proficiency in Google Analytics
• Validity period of 18 months

• Available to any individual who passes the Analytics IQ exam
• 90 minutes | 70 questions | 80% passing score | Retake after 7 days

• It’s FREE!

• Self-paced study to prepare
• Google Analytics Academy
• Analytics Training and Support
• Analytics IQ FAQ
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Ties back to WIIFM to improve your resumeRecommendation: Great 1st step is to see if your company has GA enabled – ask for “Read Only” access!I’m currently in progress – reach out to me if you begin reviewing the content and have questions!1) Sign up for Google Partners Account2) Study / prepare3) Take test

https://analyticsacademy.withgoogle.com/
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/4553001
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/3424287?hl=en&ref_topic=3424286


Article Quality Index (AQI)

Fer!
(See Fer O’Neil’s Presentation)
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